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STORM IN A (CHIPPED) TEACUP!

WHAT IT SAYS—

The full statement by the President, "In the absence of any further information, the University authorities have decided not to take any action on the matter," was quoted, followed by a statement expressing the concern of the students about the possibility of a repeat of the incident. The President also assured the students that the University would continue to monitor the situation and take appropriate action if necessary.

THE PETITION

OBJECTIVES

1. To call for a full investigation into the incident.
2. To demand an apology from the students involved.
3. To ensure that similar incidents do not occur in the future.

FOOD PAINS

Pizza and pasta were found to cause only a few people per dozen to make complaints. In some cases, students even complained of stomachaches and nausea.

ILLEGAL PRICES

Once the President's statement was published, the students were allowed to return to the canteen to continue their meals.

STORM IN A (CHIPPED) TEACUP!

Refractory Conditions

Following the recent petition signed by almost 600 people protesting against "disgusting, filthy, and monstrously" conditions which were alleged to exist in the Union Refectory, the University Refectory Manager, Mr. Oni, defended the Refectory conditions.

"We are committed to providing a clean and healthy environment for all students," he said. "We have received a number of complaints and are working to address them as soon as possible."
Wednesday Afternoon Sport?

The S.R.C. discussed this matter and came to the conclusion that the cultural side of their student life and good health give good results which were not necessary to University life as the academic side. An afternoon per week free from lectures, practicals, tutorial, etc., would enable students to take part in various activities in the S.R.C. The evening activities, sports, social life, and drama would also be beneficial by inter-curricular sports matches, physical culture and gymnastic exercises, and other indoor and outdoor games. At the same time, students would be given the time for reading, hobbies, browsing in the library, looking up magazines, etc.

It was felt that there should be no reason to prevent the undergraduates from doing just as he wished, and that there should be nothing for which there is no compulsory attendance, but that students should be encouraged to get away from work and to take part in other activities.

The Health Committee of the Union found that there were too many windows in the lecture halls, but was probably too much of a hurry. The provision of windows would enable the less proficient to participate in less regularity. The Health Committee has stated itself in favor of a free afternoon for sport.

Professor McCollister Stewart expressed his desire in sympathy with the general idea of a free afternoon for cultural and sporting activities, but expressed doubt as to its practicability at present. In most faculties, the number of students would not permit the normal post-war lives until after 1950. At the time, nearly every student could be found on the oval on that afternoon, indicating that there had been a steady encroachment on the time of the union oval, and that the time-table would indeed the end of the war hastened that encroachment.

Post-Vac. Exams

Youths who work in offices, factories, etc., have definite set hours for work, and at the beginning of the term they often have long hours, particularly at night. After two or three hours of work, the students will have to take the examinations, both for and against this question. This is not a serious question, but it leaves the students without the discretion of individual lecturers and professors.

THE OVERALL VIEW
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EXPLANATION
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"SOCIALISTS" AND SOVIET SPIES

The following is the condensation of a 2,500 word article. The composer of this will not sign of the editors and the S.R.C. The document, the outcome of a recent article ("On Diet", 23/6/47), on "Socialism and the Soviet Union." It is pointed out to correspond with the preceding and to parallel the department in Washington, to be sure, that the facts that there is no necessity for the inter- position of a veil of threats to secure publication of their statements.

To the Editor,

Sir,—In "On Diet" (23/6/47) you printed an article on "Socialism and the Soviet Union" which, I feel, casts a favorable reflection upon the Socialist Club. Apparently this arises from your stated policy of presenting both sides of every question. Here is an article on the other side.

I would like to remind you that the Socialist Club was unable to deny serious allegations made earlier in "On Diet" about the club's nature and activities.

I am prepared to admit that the Socialist Club may pontil largely of mentally faint foods and feather-trained ornaments; but, nevertheless, I must point out that the ideologically inspired or the socialist Club is a unit subordinate to the South Australian division of the Communist Party. I have also heard that Mr. Don FAUNI, who denies that he is not Communist, publicly stated at an E.P.I. meeting that he was a Trotskyite. The difference is merely in style. However, my arguments rest not with Mr. Don FAUNI but with the real controlling forces of the Socialist Club.

This is not the first time that Communists have made use of well-meaning dupes to gain prestige for their organization and to skillfully disseminate their doctrines under the guise of Socialism.

The Socialist of this University may be few in number, but no must active of them have been instructed by the organization to do no act which might be of injury to Canada or its allies.

"I was very sober when the (Fred) Rose nodded both the letter and pets of his promises." 

A sticky, pipe-smoking man, with but heavy hair, beady eyes, and a long mustache are Communists who are more interested in assuring that your union becomes a store union of the Communist Party than is being an instrument belonging to the rank and file woman who built it.

There are only 50 Communists in our union, ranging from 70,000 to 80,000 of you, the rank and file and non-

Here we have Communist scheming against one percent of the union. In fact, the series of lies from Louis Bu- scaglia, managing editor of the New York Daily News, over two years and a member of the Communist Party of America for six years. If anyone should know of Communist propaganda it is he. As he says in a recent book, it's the why and wherefore of Communist activities: 

"It takes the place of reason and chief: The Communist's organized policy of deception.

"It's trickery and in other forms also: The method approved in the effort to undermine and create confusion.

"One way is to infiltrate Communists into religious ranks, where they may be used to drive men into doing the work of Moscow. They try perfunctorily to warm the heart of an adequately religious organization.

"They go in many instances by getting certain meddlesome religious groups to write letters to the newspaper condemning Communists and then having them remain unsigned to avoid examination, while actually using that vantage ground to spread two-pronged lies.

It is not unusual for Communists to deceive government if that should suit their book.

In view of the above, I urge you to print this article in full, as it has been written only after much reflection and investigation.

I anticipate the general terror that will follow this article. Communists and their "benevolent friends" of the Socialist Club know that a fact that a lot of people will disregard the "harmonious" propaganda that this one and that one are "good jobs," and as a matter of fact I would like to give the description of some of the "benevolent friends" of the Socialist Club and the Communist Daily in Canada.

I once more reiterate a pleasant visit to the Children's Hospital recently.

A "quiet, hard-working clerk." 

"I am a kick-ass bucko in my study, and I think it is not only the right but my duty to stand up for what is right, even if it means going to jail for the cause of Socialism." 

Fred Rose's, a Canadian, M.P., inter- rupted during trial before the on account of espionage.

GOULSNOO'S STATEMENT

The following is the statement of the Minister for External Affairs, from the House of Commons, Canada, dated on the 24th of June, 1947.

"I urge the Prime Minister to recall the old Russian soldiers, unaccompanied by their families, who were paid a pension of $150 per month by the Russian government, to Canada, but that they were not given visas.
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FREE—VERY FREE—THOUGHT!

To the Editor,

Sir,—Are you aware that the major
ities of your correspondents are of the
opinion that Free Thought is dead? But I am under no
such delusion. If, in the statement that I have just
made, you set me down as being the greatest
infidel, I say, not only am I under no such delusion,
but I am under the impression that Free
Thought is not only alive, but is growing
in point of power and influence.

Yours, etc.,

W. BURTON.

SPARE THE BLUSHES!

To the Editor,

Sir,—Two things about the Government's
religious instruction that are worth
mentioning are: the first is the fact that
the Government is not only paying for
the instruction, but the Government
is also paying for the building of the
schools. The second is the fact that the
Government is not only paying for the
instruction, but the Government is also
paying for the building of the schools.

Yours, etc.,

A. B. W. SMITH.

RECOVERY FOOD

To the Editor,

Sir,—As a writer of free verse, I am
more than ever impressed with the
beauty of the nature of light. It is
true that modern poets are not
being read to their full extent. While they may
not be getting a fair deal, they are not
getting a fair deal of any description. As the
people of the world are not being read to
their full extent, while they may not
be getting a fair deal, they are not
giving a fair deal of any description.

Yours, etc.,

E. L. JOHNSON.

W.R.S. MEETING CRITICISED

To the Editor,

Sir,—I am sorry to hear of the
death of Mr. J. G. M. F. T. E. G. who
was a prominent member of the W.R.S.
and a well-known author. I understand
that he was the author of several
books, including "The Life of
Shakespeare." I am sure that the
loss of such a man will be felt by all who
knew him.

Yours, etc.,

G. R. JOHNSON.

Bundy Prize for English Verse

The following poem has been
accepted for the Bundy Prize for English Verse:

"A poem of no less than 150 lines
was accepted for the Prize by
W. B. W. T. of the University.

Yours, etc.,

A. W. B. SMITH.

KREMLIN GREMLIN TREMBLINGS!

To the Editor,

Sir,—Nothing could have been more
welcome to the people of Russia than
the news of the Krupp explosion. It
appears that a number of skeptical
people have been killed by the explosion,
but the people of Russia are not
willing to believe that. The Russian
people are determined to know the
truth about this matter.

Yours, etc.,

A. B. W. SMITH.

W.R.S. AND FREEDOM OF SPEECH

To the Editor,

Sir,—In many instances, the
people of the United States have
been deprived of their freedom of
speech. This is a most grievous
wrong, and one that should be
immediately redressed. The people of
the United States have a right to
express their opinions freely, and
this right should be protected at
all times.

Yours, etc.,

G. R. JOHNSON.

PAY UP OR SHUT UP!

To the Editor,

Sir,—This is my first letter to your
paper. I have been a great admirer of your
papers for many years, and I am
sure that you will be pleased to know that I
am now going to contribute regularly to your
pages.

Yours, etc.,

A. B. W. SMITH.

LUSTY NORWNCONS!

To the Editor,

Sir,—I am very glad to hear of the
success of the Lustynorwncons, and I
am sure that this will be a great
consolation to the people of the
country.

Yours, etc.,

G. R. JOHNSON.

JUST ARRIVED!

Mackintosh Organic Chemistry
Gray Textbook of Anatomy. 1946. Lavoisier, Physio-

BROWN & PEARCE, 227 North Terrace

MAKE A NOTE OF IT!

PHARMACY STUDENTS' BALL
Saturday, July 26

BADDENFRD ORCHESTRA—NOVELISTS SUPPER
DECIDING DANCE, 9-12 (Midnight)

TICKETS, 45—Useful Union Office

I METALLIC, Securiy

A. B. W. SMITH.

ADELAIDE DEAF

To the Editor,

Sir,—I have encouraged my
students to go to the Deaf
ball, but I have been
unsuccessful. I am
convinced that the Deaf
people are not interested
in social events, and I
believe that they
should be encouraged to
attend such events.

Yours, etc.,

G. R. JOHNSON.
THE MOST VINDICATING GOLF CRITIQUE EVER WRITTEN

Whether by low cunning, good luck or fair means, Adelaide gained a notable victory over Sydney last week. Thanks to a handicap of one in the Inter-Cities, and with one of the handicap men being on the front page of the leader board, the margin was almost negligible and...
COMMONWEALTH FAILS N.U.A.U.S.

The Financial statement (1955) revealed by the N.U.A.U.S. shows a deficit of R. 1,025. A. B. H. Bragg is the new Secretary. The Senate meeting was held on Wednesday, December 12th.

S.R.C. STATEMENT

The Union House Committee issued the dif- ficulty in the following to three aids of the Union:

1. Lack of money and proper interior decoration.
2. Lack of staff.
3. Inability of student, society and social purposes.

The attendance system is recommended to present conditions and, according to the statement of the Union House Committee, will be in operation from 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.-12:00 noon.

GAG APPLIED

At the close of Dr. Heddle's address, a motion was put urging that $2,100 be subscribed from excess Union funds towards W.S.R.

He said that a disproportionate amount of money would be spent in the present financial year, and that this was due to the fact that the Union House Committee had been authorized to spend $2,100.

The motion was seconded by a student of the University of St. Andrews, and passed by a vote of 42 to 2.

L. D. ?

No, I don't know either.

Anyone who really knows what these people stand for or who has been about them should know that Peter Heddle is the person.

If you don't know who he is, his name is in the reference.

W.S.R. COMMITTEE MEETS

1. International Executive in Geneva:

President: Dr. R. Norman, Swiss business man.


Committee: International Student Serv-

ices—Dr. H. A. M. Scott, General Secretary (Geneva); H. J. Britsch, General Secretary (Johannesburg); Dr. W. J. H. B. Halden, General Secretary (Prague); Dr. H. D. Wolf, General Secretary (Amsterdam).

Pax Romana: U. Kneissler (U.S.A.); L. M. Mor-

gana (Italy); E. Milliment, and A. Bobek, General Secretary (Johannesburg); R. C. Mackie, and Rev. Alan Beth (Britain); Dr. J. M.㋂, General Secretary (Prague); W. Thomas, General Secretary (U.S.A.).

International Union of Students:

Five representatives who may be in the same area as the following:

relations.

RELIEF USED FOR POLITICAL PURPOSES

After the recent move of UNOBB to Geneva, the W.S.R. has been moved to the Swiss Embassy in London. This move is in no way connected with the political situation in Switzerland, but is an attempt to evade the Greek government.

More church buildings and protestant peoples have been closed by the Greek government.

"Oh, no!" is the only answer, when asked whether the Greek government has closed any church buildings.

"No, we cannot answer your question," said the official of the Greek government.

"We will not answer any questions about this matter."

For the next 30 days, W.S.R. never goes to Russian-controlled land.
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"ON DIT" REPORTER'S TRIAL

C. V. Smith Potted

(By Charlie Joe)

Caino Villeneuve Smith, law student, and a "member" of the "On Dit" staff, was found guilty of having nothing to do with the purpose of betting contrary to S62 of the Lottery and Gaming Act, 1920-1945, at the Amnius Criminal Trial held in the Lady Symon Hall on Friday, July 21.

Mr. Chamberlin, (R.C.), who was on the Bench, released the prisoner upon his entering into a bond from refraining from playing.

CROWN'S ALLEGATIONS

Mr. E. McEogh (with Mr. P. N. W.) for the Crown, alleged that Smith had been on the premises of "The Bush of Graves" for purposes of wagering on the game of lawn on Monday, July 7.

Constable Houghton testified that a police officer had been arrested in a state of intoxication on Monday, July 7.

Smith's case was further testified to by Constable K. J. O'Sullivan, who had been present and arrested and arraigned. Smith was examined by Mr. H. O'Sullivan, who stated that Smith was not present and arraigned.

Smith then appeared in the Courtroom and arraigned. He denied all the charges.

LICENSEE'S DAUGHTER

Miss Petuna Lillywhip, called by the Crown, said that the accused had come to the licensee's daughter, Smith, her sister, and had been gambled for.

The accused was then examined by Mr. O'Sullivan, who stated that Smith was not present and arraigned.

BOYD NEEL PLEAS

Opening his address, the Premier said:

"The recent discovery of the facts of which you are accused, was an enormous benefit to the development of your country's economy."

By order of the Premier, the Court ordered the accused to appear in Court on the 1st of October, 1945.

"I am satisfied that the accused was guilty of the charge as laid in the Indictment.

C. V. SMITH'S YARN

C. V. Smith, who was present and examined by Mr. O'Sullivan, stated that Smith was not present and arraigned.

URGENT

A LARGE BLACK ENVELOPE BOOK was last on the last day of the trial (July 26) and is urgently vital.

Please return IMMEDIATELY to the Unico Office.

Premier Playford Discusses Leigh Creek Coal

At a meeting at the Adelaide University Engineering Society, held on Friday, July 7, the small physics class at the University of Adelaide, under the Premier, (Mr. Playford), gave a talk on the Leigh Creek coalfield.

The presence of the Premier attracted the largest crowd to attend a Society meeting this year, including a few visitors, whose main interest was presumably political.

S.A. "WORST OFF" FOR COAL

"The worst off with respect to coal, and not one of the problems that we face was stated to be that Leigh Creek was definitely short of coal."
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"I am satisfied that the accused was guilty of the charge as laid in the Indictment.
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